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Experiment
 Two Monkeys were 

trained for the following 
task.

 Probe is applied to one of 
the fingers 

 Vertical oscillation of the 
probe occurs at f1 and 
later at f2

 Monkey discriminates the 
difference f1 > f2 ?
 Receives reward 



Experiment: Recording Areas
 Recordings are made in S1 (areas 3b and 1)
 Neurons chosen had:

 small cutaneous receptive field at the tip of index, middle or 
ring finger

 quickly adapting properties
 firing decreases or stops with steady stimulus

 Firing rates are insensitive to amplitude of the input as long as 
the amplitude is above threshold.



Background
 Quickly adapting neurons of S1 are directly involved in frequency 

discrimination (5-50Hz) of vibrotactile stimuli:
 firing is phase locked with frequency

 Which component of neuronal firing is mediating the behavioral 
response?
 Time difference between spikes or bursts of spikes (Mountcastle et. 

al. 1969, 1990, Recanzone et. Al. 1992)  
 Frequency of firing is proportional to stimulus frequency

 mean frequencies of aperiodic stimuli discernible



Background
 Previous Work

 Neurometric thresholds were computed.
 Overall rate based codes match  Psychometric thresholds

 Aperiodic stimulus is also discerned, so use of spike timing is unlikely

 Counting bursts or burst rate be a viable alternative?
 Evidence that bursts can efficiently encode stimulus features 

 LGN, V1, used to encode +slope in input

 correlated with psychophysical behavior?

 Rate code vs. spike count code? 
 Its is not clear as fixed 500 ms window were used.



Motivation New Experiments &
Main Result
 1) Rate should be independent of the duration of stimulus
 2) Total # of spikes is duration dependent 
 Voting: Which (1 or 2) would you guess to be correct?
 2) was actually found to be true!, 

 if one of the stimulus duration was reduced by 50%

 shortened stimuli ~ lower frequency and vice versa
 Weighted sum of spikes matches psychophysical data



Results

 Shown above Psychophysical performance p(f2>f1): 
 Sanity check: p(f2=22,Black) = ? 

 0.5
 Ideal curve p(Black)?

 Step function at 22 Hz



Results

 Logistic fit is measured in terms of two parameters:
 PT(steepness) ~ min ∆freq that produces reliable change.
 X0: displacement along f (x axis), p(X0) ~= 0.5

 Leftward shift  perceived increase in freq over actual value (red)
 Rightward shift  perceived decrease in freq over actual value (cyan)



 Author’s conclusions:
 PT does not vary much with stimulus duration (except cyan in 2b)
 X0 is consistently affected. 

 Smaller stimuli duration causes freq to be perceived lower by 2.3-4.3 Hz.
 Longer stimuli duration causes freq to be perceived higher by 0.6-2.7 Hz.



Further Analysis
 Looks like event accumulation is being used
 Event accumulation  does not seem to be weighted equally across 

time
 ∆50% duration ≠ ∆X0 = 11 Hz
 −∆ duration produces larger ∆X0 

 Earlier events have a higher weight 

 Are S1 neurons adapting to the input?
 Or downstream processes ?



Test for S1 adaptation

 Is the strong initial response a property of 
 the stimulus (doesn’t differ across frequency) or 
 stimulus value (does differ across frequency)?



Test for S1 adaptation (∆meas/∆freq)

 Differential Stimulus sensitivity can impact psychophysical choices.



 Periodicity and burst rate are independent of stimulus duration



Neurometric Distributions

 Periodicity based code gives good performance
 Spike Rate code shows a contrary performance 

to psychophysical data
 # of spike or burst ∆ >> psychophysical data



Results for population of Neurons



Downstream processing or weighted 
processing of S1 responses
 Assumptions: differential weights to different time windows 

 Periodicity is constant and not considered
 same weighing window are applied across the stimulus 

durations
 Event-Rate and Event-Count are equivalent measures



Best Fits
 MSE fits
 Qualitative and 

Quantitative 
similarity with 
psychological results 
can be achieved.

 Smoother weighing 
functions can be used 
as well.



Burst or Spike?

 Weighted sum of spikes covaries with trial to trial error (top 
panel), whereas weighted sum of bursts does not.
 Spike count / Rate is the winner!!



Discussion
 Is baseline performance correct? 

 X0 was 20, not 22 for equal stimulus duration.

 Any other experiments that could have been done?
 How is time measured in the brain?
 Could adaptive time window be a result of fundamental 

computation that compensates for QA behavior?
 Could there be a simpler explanation than adaptive weighing 

time windows?


